In order to make the editorial transition of this journal smooth, the new editor, Radim Belohlavek, and I decided in late 2014 that we would share in some specific way the editorial responsibilities throughout 2015. Among the responsibilities with which I agreed to help Radim in 2015, the last one was to handle the 2015 Best Contribution Award. To do this, I followed largely the same process for determining the winner, the runner-up, etc. that I used since the commencement of this annual award in 2007. 1 In particular, I followed the nominating rules that are described in detail in my 2014 Editorial, published in 43(6), p. 551.
In 2015, 54 papers and 3 Special Issues were published in the journal, from which only 19 papers (about 3.5% of all papers) were nominated for the award. Since no Special Issues were nominated this time, contrary to the last year, it is appropriate to refer to the 2015 annual award as the Best Paper Award rather than the Best Contribution Award, which was appropriate the last year.
I am pleased to announce that the winner of the 2015 Best Paper Award is the paper "A note on measuring fuzziness for intuitionistic and interval-valued fuzzy sets" by Ronald R. Yager, which was published in 44(7-8), pp. 889-901. According to the rules employed, the paper received 10.5 nominating points. The runner-up, which received 4.5 nominating points, is the paper "Construction of living cellular automata using the Physarum plasmodium" by Tomohiro Shirakawa, Hiroshi Sato and Shinji Ishiguro, which is included in the Special Issue on Slime Mould Computing edited by Andrew Adamatzky (44(3), pp. 292-304). In third place is the paper "On the history of Ludwig von Bertalanffy's 'General Systemology' , and on its relationship to cybernetics" by Manfred Drack and David Pouvreau, published in 44(5), pp. 523-571, which received 4 nominating points. Each of the remaining papers that were nominated received 2 nominating points or less.
It gives me of course great pleasure to congratulate Ronald Yager, an outstanding researcher whom I have known personally for many years, for winning the 2015 Best Paper Award with an unusually large margin of 6 nominating points. This is in fact his second win -he also won the 2009 Best Paper Award (see my Editorial in 39(6), p. 575 for details). Prof. Yager is, at this time, the only author who has won this award twice.
I would also like to congratulate authors of the excellent runner-up paper and the third-place highly informative historical paper on Ludwig von Bertalanffy, which are separated from the other nominated papers by impressive margins of 2.5 and 2 nominating points, respectively.
Since determining the 2015 Best Paper Award winner was my very last editorial responsibility to this journal, I would like to close this Editorial by wishing Radim Belohlavek to succeed in every respect as editor of this journal. After founding the journal in 1974 and serving for more than 40 years as its editor, I will not completely desert the journal. I am going to remain available, as a Founding Editor, for occasional advice or any other help requested by Radim.
